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Turbo Cancer Treatment Race Is On: Johnson & Johnson Just Completed $2 Billion Cancer
Drug Buy of Ambrx

By Dr. William Makis, March 12, 2024

While the COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine Injured who develop Turbo Cancers are being gaslit by
low level doctors and MD propagandists on Twitter and other social media, Big Pharma is in
a literal feeding frenzy, buying up every “novel” cancer treatment imaginable at massive
premiums.

We Need Feminism Free of Condescension

By Danaka Katovich, March 12, 2024

“Feminists” like Tammy Duckworth or Nancy Pelosi  will  always agree that Israel  treats
women great, as if Palestinian women who are murdered and abused at the hands of Israel
don’t exist at all. The subtext of this being that Palestinian women couldn’t possibly know
what’s good for them. That’s disdain. That’s not feminism.

Netanyahu Is Criminally Insane! A Monster! A Serial Killer of Captive Children!

By Jay Janson, March 12, 2024

How can humanity allow an openly ongoing continuous mass murder of children, captive
children at that, for over four months time, with the criminally insane maniac Netanyahu
ordering  the  mass  murder,  promising  the  world  he  will  not  stop  the  killing  for  the
foreseeable future?
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Civilians Held Under Terrorist Rule in Idlib Demand Their Freedom

By Steven Sahiounie, March 12, 2024

Thousands of civilians living under terrorist occupation in Idlib have taken to the streets to
demand the fall of the government on Friday. No, not the Syrian government in Damascus,
but the Idlib government ruled by Abu Mohamed al-Julani, and his terrorist group, Hayat
Tahrir al-Sham (HTS).

Multibillion “Humanitarian Wars” Versus Peace, Justice and Welfare: Urgency of Social and
Policy Reform in the USA

By Bharat Dogra, March 12, 2024

Concern has been expressed by health experts in the USA that life-expectancy in this
country has been reducing steadily in comparison to levels attained in several other rich
countries.

America’s Presidential Elections: Rearranging the Deck Chairs on the Titanic. “The Ship Is
Sinking, Everyone Knows That”

By Richard C. Cook, March 12, 2024

How will the deck chairs be arranged on the deck of the Titanic the morning after election
day? Assuming there is an election day. I am going to try to give a short answer to the
question of what is really going on here?

Many Countries Want to Start Rupee Trade with India in “Game-changing” De-dollarisation
Step

By Ahmed Adel, March 12, 2024

On Monday, Union Commerce and Industry Minister Piyush Goyal said that many large and
small economies around the world have expressed willingness to start trading in rupee
terms with India, which could be a “game-changing” development for India’s trade. This is
another  important  step taken towards de-dollarisation and would better  protect  India’s
economy in case of any future US-led sanctions.
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